Introductions to Authors

1. General Information

(1) Goals: As an international journal published both in print and on internet, The Journal of American Science is dedicated to the dissemination of fundamental knowledge in all areas of nature and science. The main purpose of The Journal of American Science is to enhance our knowledge spreading in the world. It publishes full-length papers (original contributions), reviews, rapid communications, and any debates and opinions in all the fields of nature and science.

(2) What to Do: The Journal of American Science provides a place for discussion of scientific news, research, theory, philosophy, profession and technology - that will drive scientific progress. Research reports and regular manuscripts that contain new and significant information of general interest are welcome.

(3) Who: All people are welcome to submit manuscripts in any fields of nature and science.

(4) Distributions: Web version of the journal is opened to the world. The printed journal will be distributed to the selected libraries and institutions. For the subscription of other readers please contact with: editor@americanscience.org or americanscienceej@gmail.com or editor@sciencepub.net.


(6) Advertisements: The price will be calculated as US$400/page, i.e. US$200/a half page, US$100/a quarter page, etc. Any size of the advertisement is welcome.

2. Manuscripts Submission

(1) Submission Methods: Electronic submission through email is encouraged and hard copies plus an IBM formatted computer diskette would also be accepted.

(2) Software: The Microsoft Word file will be preferred.

(3) Font: Normal, Times New Roman, 10 pt, single space.

(4) Indent: Type 4 spaces in the beginning of each new paragraph.

(5) Manuscript: Don’t use “Footnote” or “Header and Footer”.

(6) Cover Page: Put detail information of authors and a short title in the manuscript(s) is submitted to the journal, the authors agree the following: All the authors have participated sufficiently in this work and agree responsibility for the contents of the article(s). There is no plagiarism or any other problem. The author(s) are full responsible for the contents of the paper(s) and the author(s) are full responsible for any plagiarism or any other problems of the paper(s). The article(s) is (are) not published elsewhere. Both the journal and authors agree that the journal and author(s) have the same right for the copyright of the article(s), i.e. either of the journal or author(s) can use it by anyway without noting the other party.

3. Manuscript Preparation

Each manuscript is suggested to include the following components but authors can do their own ways:

(1) Title page: including the complete article title; each author’s full name; institution(s) with which each author is affiliated, with city, state/province, zip code, and country; and the name, complete mailing address, telephone number, facsimile number (if available), and e-mail address for all correspondence.

(2) Abstract: including Background, Materials and Methods, Results, and Discussions.

(3) Key Words.

(4) Introduction.

(5) Materials and Methods.

(6) Results.

(7) Discussions.

(8) References.

(9) Acknowledgments.

4. Prescript: when you submit manuscript(s) to the journal, you are sure and agree the following: All the authors have participated sufficiently in this work and agree responsibility for the contents of the article(s). There is no plagiarism or any other problem. The author(s) are full responsible for the contents of the paper(s) and the author(s) are full responsible for any plagiarism or any other problems of the paper(s). The article(s) is (are) not published elsewhere. Both the journal and authors agree that the journal and author(s) have the same right for the copyright of the article(s), i.e. either of the journal or author(s) can use it by anyway without noting the other party.

5. Copyright and Responsibility of Authors to their Articles: When the manuscript(s) is submitted to the journal, the authors agree the following: All the authors have participated sufficiently in this work; The article is not published elsewhere; Authors are responsibility on the contents of the article; The journal and author(s) have same right for the copyright of the article and either of the journal or author(s) can use it by anyway without noting the other party.
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The Marsland Press is an American publisher to publish books and journals. The purpose of Marsland Press is to enhance our natural and scientific knowledge dissemination in the world under the free publication principle. Books and papers submitted could be reviews, objective descriptions, research reports, opinions/debates, news, letters, and other types of writings that are nature and science related. All manuscripts submitted will be peer reviewed and the valuable papers will be considered for the publication after the peer review. The Authors are responsible to the contents of their articles.
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Marsland Press publishes several journals. To cover the cost of online hosting, internet servicing, editing, handling, etc, it currently charges the publication fee for US$100-640/article. Processed by different groups, the publication fees for different journals are different:

- [Life Science Journal (life)] charges US$640/article (no reduce for this journal)]
- [Journal of American Science (am)] charges US$320/article (no reduce for this journal)]
- [Nature And Science (ns)] costs US$150/article]
- [New York Science Journal (ny)] charges US$320/article (no reduce for this journal)]
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